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Abstract

In psychophysical scaling, direct estimation proce-
dures like e.g. magnitude estimation, magnitude
production, or fractionation, play a dominant role.
S.S. Stevens [1, 2] introduced the idea that sub-
jects are able to directly report a numerical value
which represents the sensation magnitude experi-
enced. Following his approach, the numerals as-
signed can be taken at face value, i.e. they pos-
sess all the mathematical properties of the numbers
they signify. Only recently, theories analyzing the
foundation of Stevens’ approach [3, 4] have detailed
which basic empirical conditions have to be fulfilled
in order to meet this far-reaching assumption, and to
relate numerals and numbers in a meaningful way.
In the present investigation, these fundamental con-
ditions were evaluated using loudness fractionations
of 1 kHz-tones. The subjects’ task was to adaptively
adjust the loudness of a tone so that it reached a cer-
tain pre-specified fraction of the loudness of a ref-
erence tone. Results of the first experiment suggest,
that listeners are able to make such adjustments on
a ratio-scale level. It was not possible, however, to
interpret the nominal fractions used in the task as
’true,’ scientific numbers. Thus, Stevens’ fundamen-
tal assumption that a subject can directly assess the
sensation magnitude a stimulus elicits did not hold.
The second experiment investigated the possibility
of establishing a well-defined transformation func-
tion proposed by [4] that relates the overt numer-
als to the latent mathematical numbers. First results
suggest that this is not possible for all of the subjects.

1. Introduction

Scaling constitutes the assignment of numbers to
sensations. Following a rationale first advocated by

S.S. Stevens [1, 2], listeners are supposedly able to
directly assign a number to a stimulus that reflects
the magnitude of sensation the stimulus has elicited.
A typical task involves presenting the listeners with
two sounds. The loudness of the first sound, the
standard, is given a pre-specified modulus value, of-
ten 10, or 100. The subject is then asked to eval-
uate the loudness of the second sound by assigning
a number that reflects the ratio of loudnesses of the
two sounds. Thus, if the second sound is judged to
be twice as loud as the standard, it will be assigned
the number 20 (or 200), if it is one fourth as loud,
the number given is 2.5 (or 25). If the subject as-
signs the numbers, the method is called magnitude
estimation, if numbers are presented, and the corre-
sponding stimulus levels are sought, the procedure is
called magnitude production. A classical variant of
magnitude production (also used in this study) asks
subjects to adjust fractions such as 1

2 , or 1
3 of mag-

nitudes, and has been termed fractionation.
Stevens’ scaling methods are very popular be-

cause they are fast and effective, the observer pro-
viding numbers directly which then are interpreted
as scale values of the listener’s sensation scale. The
response behaviour also shows a certain degree of
reliability, and consistency [5, 6]. Because sub-
jects are asked to judge the magnitude-ratio of two
sounds, it is presumed, furthermore, that the num-
bers assigned (or adjusted) are valid on a ratio-scale.
Thus, the (as yet un-tested) assumptions inherent in
Stevens’ approach are twofold:

1. The number words that the subjects use in re-
porting sensation magnitude, or in producing
it, are valid mathematical numbers, that is, the
number words are identical with the mathe-
matical numbers they denote.
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2. Subjects are able to make assessments that are
valid on a ratio-scale.

Recently, Narens [3] proposed a theory of magni-
tude scaling specifying which fundamental condi-
tions have to be met in order for these assumptions
to hold. Narens’ theory is based on a behavioural
axiomatization which relates the number words used
to mathematical numbers, and on a cognitive axiom-
atization connecting the mathematical numbers to
the subject’s sensations. The present investigation is
concerned only with evaluating the first-mentionned
axiom system.
Narens distinguishes between the physical stimulus
(X), the ratios to be estimated or produced (p∗, q∗,
1∗), and the corresponding mathematical numbers
(p, q, 1). In the axiomatization, three conditions are
empirically relevant:

• Identity: 1∗ X ∼ X

• Commutativity: p ∗ q∗ X ∼ q ∗ p∗ X

• Multiplicativity: p ∗ q∗ X ∼ r∗ X; with
p · q = r

Identity is said to hold if loudness matches of a given
stimulus reproduce the same stimulus level. Assess-
ments are commutative, if the order in which succes-
sive adjustments are made is irrelevant. Multiplica-
tivity holds, if the loudness of a successive adjust-
ment and the loudness of a single adjustment match,
whenever the product of the corresponding math-
ematical numbers (for the successive adjustment)
equals the mathematical number denoted by the ratio
to be produced in the single adjustment. For exam-
ples, see section 3.4: Rationale of the axiom-tests..
If identity and commutativity hold, then, within the
framework of Narens’ theory, it can be proven that
the assessments given are indeed valid on a ratio-
scale. If, moreover, assessments are multiplicative,
then the number words used may be interpreted as
referring to the mathematical numbers they stand
for.
A previous study by Ellermeier and Faulhammer
[7] tested commutativity and multiplicativity in the
magnitude productions of the loudness of 1 kHz-
tones, using 2∗, 3∗, and 6∗ adjustments. The au-
thors found commutativity to hold, and multiplica-
tivity to be violated in the majority of subjects, and
thus conclude that while subjects are able to make

adjustments on a ratio-scale level, contrary to estab-
lished procedures, the number words used cannot be
taken at face value.
In that case, is there a possibility of finding a func-
tion relating the number words used to the mathe-
matical numbers they reflect?
In 2002, Luce presented a comprehensive theory of
psychophysical scaling which encorporates an ex-
tension of Narens’ axiomatization by allowing for
fractions to be used in ratio assessments. Further-
more, Luce generalized Narens’ multiplicativity ax-
iom, and specified an additional assumption to be
able to convert the number words used into mathe-
matical numbers.
In the following, the assumptions inherent in
Stevens’ direct scaling approach are evaluated by
testing the empirically relevant axioms of Narens’
theory [3] as extended by Luce [4], in a series of
experiments investigating loudness fractionation.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Eight listeners between 20 and 34 years of age (me-
dian age: 21.5 years) took part in the experiment.
As was established by a screening audiometry, all
participants were within 20 dB of normal hearing
thresholds [8] in the range between 125 and 8000
Hz. Subjects were given credit towards a study re-
quirement, or were paid for participation. With the
exception of the authors, all participants were naı̈ve
with respect to the goals of the investigation.

2.2. Stimuli and Apparatus

Stimuli consisted of 1kHz sinusoids of 500-ms
duration, including 10-ms, cos2-shaped rise/decay
ramps. The signals were generated digitally by
a TuckerDavisTechnologies (TDT) System II AP2
signal processor, and were then converted to ana-
logue signals (16-bit TDT DD1 signal converter;
50 Hz-sampling rate), and low-pass filtered (TDT
FT6; cut-off frequency: 20 kHz). Subsequently,
the sounds were attenuated to the desired level by
a sequence of two programmable attenuators (TDT
PA4), before being delivered diotically via head-
phone amplifier (TDT HB6) to AKG-K 501 head-
phones.
Two standard signals, at 72 and 82 dB SPL, were
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used. Starting from around these levels, participants
were instructed to generate the following loudness
fractions in order to evaluate the axioms of identity,
commutativity and multiplicativity: 1∗, 2

3∗, 1
2∗, 1

3∗,
1
4∗, and 1

6∗.

2.3. Procedure

The listener was seated in a sound-proof chamber,
and was presented, over headphones, with a pair of
sounds, which were separated by a 500-ms pause.
The participant’s task was to adjust, by an adaptive
procedure, the loudness of the second tone, so that it
reflected a certain, pre-specified fraction of the loud-
ness of the first tone, i.e. the standard. The par-
ticipant held a custom-made response box, that was
equipped with three response buttons and six light-
emitting diodes (LEDs). Immediately below each
LED, a label was attached, with a certain fraction
printed on it. During each trial, one LED was lit,
and the corresponding fraction had to be adjusted.
Subjects indicated via button-press on the response
box, whether the second tone was louder or softer
than the fraction to be met, and accordingly, the
sound level of the second tone was adjusted before
the signal pair was presented again. On the first pre-
sentation in every trial, the level of the second tone
was randomly chosen from a range between 5 and
15 dB below the standard level. The starting levels
for the loudness matches were drawn from a rectan-
gular distribution ranging between ±5 dB of the re-
spective standard level. Following the subject’s re-
sponse, the level changed by 4 dB. After the first,
second, and third response reversal, level-changes
decreased to 2, 1, and 0.5 dB, respectively. When
the participant was confident that the loudness of the
second sound equalled the pre-specified fraction of
loudness with respect to the standard, they pressed
an ’O.K.’- button, thus ending the trial. The final ad-
justment thus reached was recorded as the outcome
of the trial. After a 2s-interval, the next trial started.
In every block, a full test of all axioms was per-
formed. Trials were presented in random order. A
session consisted of four blocks, and lasted approxi-
mately 45 to 55 minutes. After two training sessions,
participants completed 15 blocks in four sessions.

2.4. Rationale of the axiom-tests

Identity was tested by comparing the loudness
matches to the sound pressure level of the standard
stimulus.
In evaluating commutativity, the fractions 2

3∗, and
1
4∗ were used. If the axiom holds empirically, then
the order in which adjustments are made, is irrele-
vant: 2

3 ∗ 1
4∗ ∼ 1

4 ∗ 2
3∗. Therefore, the sound pressure

levels of the tones that have been adjusted using both
fractions in sequence should be the same, no matter
whether they are constructed by first adjusting a tone
to be 2

3∗ as loud as the standard, and subsequently
making the outcome 1

4∗ as loud, or by adjusting a
tone to have 1

4∗ of the loudness of the standard tone
first, and thereafter, making the outcome 2

3∗ as loud.
The same rationale was followed in testing multi-
plicativity, using the fractions 1

2∗, 1
3∗ and 1

6∗. The
multiplicativity axiom is valid, if a tone that is ad-
justed to be 1

6∗ as loud as the standard, has the same
sound pressure level as a tone that is adjusted to be
1
2∗ as loud, and the outcome is made 1

3∗ as loud:
1
6∗ ∼ 1

2 ∗ 1
3∗.

3. Results

Each participant made 15 adjustments for every frac-
tion. Overall, 99.0 % of the adjustments were made
using the final, minimal step-size of 0.5 dB, the re-
maining adjustments were based on a 1 dB-step size.
The sound pressure levels of the fractionations were
so imprecise in one subject, that the 2

3∗- and 1
6∗ ad-

justments did not differ. She was therefore excluded
from further data analyses. For the remaining 7 sub-
jects, standard errors of the adjustments were simi-
lar for both standard levels and ranged between 0.10
and 3.17 dB for the single adjustments, and between
0.92 and 3.68 dB for the successive adjustments, in
which the outcome of one trial was used as the start-
ing level for a subsequent trial.
Figures 1 and 2 depict the mean adjustments and
standard errors for one subject.For the 82 dB SPL-
standard, and 72 dB SPL-standard, single adjust-
ments are connected by a dashed, and dotted line,
respectively.

For all subjects, the variability of adjustments
tended to be larger for the smaller fractions than for
the bigger ones. Therefore, in assessing commu-
tativity and multiplicativity, non-parametric Mann-
Whitney U-tests were used in the statistical data
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Figure 1: Testing commutativity - Fractions adjusted
by JE.
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analyses. The significance level was set to α = 0.1,
in order to reduce the risk of failing to detect a true
axiom violation (the alternative hypothesis). Data
were analyzed seperately for every individual.

3.1. Identity

Average loudness matches ranged from 68.27 to
71.37 dB when the 72 dB SPL-standard was pre-
sented. For the louder, 82 dB SPL-standard, aver-
age adjustments were between 78.83 and 81.0 dB (s.
table 1). For all subjects, these values were statisti-
cally significantly different from the sound pressure
level of the standard (one-sample t-tests; α = 0.1).

3.2. Commutativity

Table 2 gives the mean sound pressure level of the
successive adjustments. For both standard levels,
adjustments are statistically different only in one
subject, EN (Mann-Whitney-U tests; α = 0.1). For
the other participants, commutativity can be con-
cluded to hold. For subject JE, this is also illustrated
in figure 1, in which the sound pressure level of the
adjustments in question are denoted by symbols (∗
and �) which are connected by horizontal arrows.

Table 1: Results of evaluating identity.

72 dB SPL-Standard 82 dB SPL-Standard
Subject M [dB] t M [dB] t
EN 69.63 -13.22 80.67 -12.65
HO 68.27 -6.74 78.83 -14.28
JE 70.07 -9.65 80.67 -10.58
JU 68.73 -10.60 79.63 -17.75
KA 70.8 -8.29 80.63 -13.25
OL 71.37 -4.75 81.0 no Var.
SV 70.87 -3.15 80.36 -10.35

Note. For both standard levels, mean adjustments of loud-
ness matches, and the value of the t-test statistics are
given. Significant differences of the matches from the
sound pressure level of the standard are highlighted (one-
sample t-tests; α = 0.1). Subject OL showed no variance
in his adjustments.

Table 2: Evaluating commutativity.

72 dB SPL-Standard 82 dB SPL-Standard
2
3
∗ 1

4
∗ 1

4
∗ 2

3
∗ 2

3
∗ 1

4
∗ 1

4
∗ 2

3
∗

Subject M [dB] M [dB] z(U) M [dB] M [dB] z(U)
EN 24.2 20.57 2.03 32.13 23.77 3.01
HO 13.87 14.27 0.21 22.33 19.27 1.16
JE 26.17 25.33 0.15 36.6 35.73 0.12
JU 31.73 28.67 0.85 41.7 44.13 0.64
KA 39.2 39.8 0.10 46.03 46.63 0.04
OL 51.3 49.07 1.27 56.17 56.8 0.02
SV 18.0 24.17 1.14 27.87 32.3 0.98

Note. Given are the mean adjustments of fractions, and
the values of the test statistics. Statistically significant
axiom violations are highlighted (Mann-Whitney U-tests;
α = 0.1).

3.3. Multiplicativity

Multiplicativity was evaluated for six subjects.
From table 3 it can be seen, that the mean sound
pressure levels of the successive adjustment clearly
differed from the single adjustment in 5 of the 6 par-
ticipants, leading to a violation of the multiplicativ-
ity axiom. Only subject OL shows no statistically
significant effect (Mann-Whitney-U tests; α = 0.1).
For the other participants, differences ranged from
3.3 to 13.9 dB, and were thus far above the discrimi-
nation threshold. In figure 2, the sound pressure lev-
els of the successice adjustments for 1

2 ∗ 1
3∗ are given

(denoted by � and ∗). They are lower than the corre-
sponding single adjustments 1

6∗, as is illustrated by
the double arrows connecting them.
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Table 3: Evaluating multiplicativity.

72 dB SPL-Standard 82 dB SPL-Standard
1
2
∗ 1

3
∗ 1

6
∗ 1

2
∗ 1

3
∗ 1

6
∗

Subject M [dB] M [dB] z(U) M [dB] M [dB] z(U)
EN Comm. violated Comm. violated
HO 15.57 23.7 2.74 21.17 34.63 4.02
JE 25.6 33.87 2.55 34.57 42.8 2.34
JU 31.6 40.57 2.39 40.2 54.1 3.76
KA 37.8 41.7 2.62 47.0 50.3 2.24
OL 48.73 46.47 0.35 56.17 55.8 0.35
SV 13.27 23.57 2.72 23.33 33.0 2.43

Note. Mean adjustments of fractions, and the values
of the test statistics are given for both standard levels.
Statistically significant axiom violations are highlighted
(Mann-Whitney U-tests; α = 0.1).

Figure 2: Evaluating multiplicativity in subject JE.
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4. Conclusions

4.1. Summary of results

For both standard levels, the commutativity axiom
held for all but one participant, whereas multiplica-
tivity was violated for all subjects except OL. These
results correspond to the ones reported for magni-
tude production by Ellermeier and Faulhammer [7].
The loudness matches of all participants fell below
the standard level. In general, subjects are very
well able to give un-biased loudness matches. The
present finding is therefore attributed to the context:
In the majority of trials, subjects were asked to pro-
duce small fractions, which may have biased them

towards ’turning down the level’ in general. The
results by [7] on magnitude production are in line
with this interpretation: In their study, using multi-
ples rather than fractions, the loudness matches ex-
ceeded the standard level. In a subsequent control
experiment, the authors were able to show, more-
over, that successive adjustments encompassing a
loudness match, i.e. 1∗6∗, did not differ from single
adjustments, 6∗. This suggests that the bias intro-
duced was restricted to the matching-task, and did
not affect other magnitude productions. It is there-
fore concluded, that the level differences between
loudness matches and standard level do not reflect
true axiom violations, but, rather, are an artifact of
the experimental context.
The results summarized above indicate that subjects
can assess the loudness-ratio of two sounds in loud-
ness fractionation. The number words signifying the
loudness-ratios are not the same as their mathemati-
cal number values, however.

4.2. Evaluating Luce’s transformation function

Given that multiplicativity fails, it is crucial to inves-
tigate the possibility of establishing a function that
transforms the number words used into the mathe-
matical numbers. Luce [4] has proposed a general
transformation function, and has provided a quali-
tative condition, the so-called Prelec-axiom, which
ensures the existence of such a function. The Prelec-
axiom is currently being evaluated in our lab, and the
outcome of that experiment will be presented at the
ISCA meeting. First results indicate, that it may be
violated in some cases.
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